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Abstract 

Shock driven multiphase instabilities (SDMI) are unique physical phenomena 

that have far-reaching practical applications in engineering and science. The 

instability is present in high-energy explosions, scramjet combustors, and 

supernovae events. The SDMI arises when a multiphase interface is 

impulsively accelerated by the passage of a shockwave. Complex particle-gas 

interactions are the driving mechanism of the SDMI. Particle effects such as lag, 

aerodynamic breakup, and mass, momentum and energy exchanges with the gas 

all contribute to the development of the instability. An experiment has been 

developed for studying the SDMI at the University of Missouri’s shock tube 

facility. A multiphase interface is created and flowed into the shock tube test 

section where it is accelerated by the passage of a planar shock wave. Dynamic 

imaging of the interface was used to analyze the flow morphology. The effects of 

Atwood number (particle seeding), particle size, and a secondary acceleration of 

the interface were examined providing a qualitative and quantitative analysis 

of the flow. Non-intrusive flow visualization techniques such as Particle 

Image Velocimetry and Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence were used to obtain 

quantitative measures of multiphase effects. New imaging techniques were 

designed for the simultaneous imaging of droplet and vapor fields. 

Measurements of particle lag distance, carrier and dispersed phase velocity, 

and vorticity were made. The experimental set up and findings will be discussed 

in detail. 
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accelerated by the passage of a shock wave. After acceleration, complex particle-gas 

interactions result in vorticity generation and multi-scale mixing. The instability presents 

itself across a wide range of naturally occurring and human-made systems. In high-speed 

combustion, the SDMI aides in the evaporation and mixing of air and liquid fuel in 

scramjet, pulse, and rotating detonation engines1-8. Shock-multiphase interactions also 

occur in industrial devices such as steam turbines and ejector pumps9, 10. In astrophysics, 

the SDMI is thought to play a role in the processing of circumstellar cosmic dust in 

supernovae and Asymptotic Giant Branch stars11, 12. In volcanic eruptions, strong 

accelerations interact with multiphase media, producing ash ejecta in the atmosphere13.  

1.2 Theory: The Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability  

In the case of small, fast reacting particles it becomes impossible to distinguish 

particles from heavy gas molecules. At the limit of infinitely small particles, the system 

behaves as a single fluid reacting to changes in momentum at the same rate. The 

instability can then be treated as the single fluid, multi-species instability known as the 

Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability. In a RM instability, vorticity develops from a 

misalignment between a pressure and a density gradient. This misalignment allows for 

the deposition of baroclinic vorticity over the interface of different density fluids. This 

vorticity will drive the fluid interface to grow in an unstable fashion, producing many 

length scales, as well as promote mixing of the species across the interface. This will 

result in a turbulent mixing process. A graphic of how the RM instability develops is 

shown below.  

1 Introduction and Background 

1.1 Applications  

The shock-driven multiphase instability (SDMI) occurs when a heterogeneous 

multiphase field, such as a particle-seeded gaseous medium, is instantaneously 
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Figure 1.1 Shock interaction, baroclinic vorticity deposition, and unstable interface growth 
of Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability in the case of a shock propagating through a low density 

gas into a high density gas 

Robert D. Richtmyer first mathematically examined the case of an interface 

between two fluids of differing densities being impulsively accelerated14. He began with 

the classical fluid instability problem of the interface of two incompressible fluids of 

differing densities being constantly accelerated by gravity. This scenario is known as the 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability15. The equations describing the growth of the interface are 

given below.  

𝑧𝑧 = a cos(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘)      (1.1) 

𝑑𝑑2𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡2

= 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡) �𝜌𝜌2−𝜌𝜌1
𝜌𝜌2+𝜌𝜌1

� (1.2) 
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𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ≪ 1            (1.3) 

Where a is the amplitude, and k is the wave number of the interface. The 

acceleration of the amplitude over time is then given to be proportional to k multiplied by 

a gravitational acceleration (g) multiplied by a ratio of the difference of fluid densities to 

the sum of the fluid densities. This ratio is commonly referred to as the Atwood number 

(A). In the model equations, the subscripts 1 and 2 denote fluids on the bottom and top of 

the sinusoidal interface respectively.   

A = (ρ2−ρ1)
(ρ2+ρ1)

        (1.4) 

Richtmyer was interested in how the interface would evolve if the acceleration 

was not constantly applied, but rather impulsively. Richtmyer modified the equations 

from Taylor’s model to describe such a scenario, creating his impulsive model. 

Considering the limit of an impulsive acceleration (shock wave), Richtmyer extend his 

model to incorporate the effects of compressibility. The equations for the interface 

dynamics during a shock interaction were then provided. They are displayed below.  

𝑧𝑧 = −𝑤𝑤1𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘1(𝑡𝑡)𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖       (1.5)

𝑧𝑧 = 𝑘𝑘0(𝑡𝑡)𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖           (1.6)

𝑧𝑧 = 𝑤𝑤2𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘2(𝑡𝑡)𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖     (1.7)

In these equations, w is the wave speed of the shocks where the subscripts 1, and 

2 represent transmitted and reflected shocks respectively. Additionally, cos(kx) is 

abbreviated here with eikx from the Euler identity. The three equations here represent the 

positions of transmitted and reflected shocks, as well as the positon of the fluid interface. 

Region 0 is the un-shocked region of gas just ahead of the transmitted shock front. 
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Region 1 is the gas that has been accelerated by the transmitted shock front. Region 2 is 

the gas that has been shocked by both the transmitted wave and the reflected wave. A 

graphic of the interaction is given below.  

Figure 1.2 From Richtmyer’s Impulsive Model14. Interaction of a shock wave with an 
interface possessing a sinusoidal initial perturbation  

It should be noted that Richtmyer’s analysis was done in the framework of a shock 

propagating initially through a low density (light) gas into a high density (heavy) gas. 

The RM instability can develop from the reverse scenario, however the vorticity 

deposition will be reversed. The instability described by Richtmyer was later validated by 

E.E. Meshkov through shock tube experimentation16 and the instability was eventually 

named after the two scientist.  
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1.3 Theory: The Shock-Driven Multiphase Instability 

Many of the wave interactions and interface dynamics of the RM instability can 

be observed in the case of a particle field being impulsively accelerated (SDMI). 

However, the SDMI evolves from gradients in particle-gas momentum transfer and not a 

deposition of baroclinic vorticity. In a simple example, the SDMI evolves from 

interactions of a shock wave with a sharp boundary of a particle field. Figure 1.3 shows 

an example evolution of an SDMI created by a circular field of particles. As the shock 

passes through the interface the gas reacts immediately, jumping to the post shock 

conditions, while the particles are initially unaffected. The particles equilibrate with the 

gas through mass, energy and momentum transfer appearing as sources in the gas. At the 

edge of the particle field there will be a strong gradient in these sources; between the 

particle laden field and surrounding clean gas. The gradient in momentum transfer will 

result in velocity gradients (shear) between the clean and particle laden gas, resulting in 

vorticity production at the interface17-18.  

Figure 1.3 Early time development of the SDMI 

 For large particles, which do not equilibrate immediately with the gas, the 

deposition of vorticity is more complex and occurs over a finite amount of time. As large 

particles lag behind the gas, they deposit vorticity over their path. This appears as a 
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vorticity source, which advects through the gas. The multiphase source term in equation 

1.8 accounts for this effect. The multiphase source term depends on the momentum 

transfer from the particles, where Fk is the force on the gas determined by particle drag. A 

thorough derivation and definition of this term is displayed in the 2017 paper from Dahal 

and McFarland over the subject18.  

(1.8) 

As this source advects through the flow it deposits vorticity, which competes with 

previously deposited vorticity in the gas. The result is that as particles increase in size, 

the vorticity that persists in the gas phase decreases. The multiphase source term in the 

enstrophy equation shows this effect as it depends on the alignment between the vorticity 

and the vorticity source and will decrease as particles lag further behind the flow. 

Equation 1.8 shows the baroclinic term related to the RM instability and the multiphase 

source term related to the SDMI coinciding. This indicates that the terms are not 

exclusive, and both RM-like and SDMI-like hydrodynamic behavior can be observed in a 

single system that possesses both a density gradient and multiphase source. 

To create the SDMI, three ingredients are necessary: an impulsive acceleration, 

quantified by the shock wave Mach number M, a perturbed multiphase field, and a 

misalignment between the shock wave and the gradients in the multiphase field. The 

misalignment is often quantified by a ratio of length scales parallel and perpendicular to 

the shock acceleration. Complex interfaces can be decomposed into a Fourier series using 

the amplitude and wavelength of each mode, as is done in many hydrodynamic problems 
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(RM. Rayleigh-Taylor, Kelvin-Helmholtz, etc...). In the case of a sphere or circle, the 

ratio is constant, but the interface development is unique as it develops from shock 

interactions with two interfaces (the upstream and downstream edges of the sphere or 

circle). A depiction of this happening in a circular RM instability scenario is shown 

below.  

Figure 1.4 Shock interaction and baroclinic vorticity deposition of a shock accelerated 
circular interface. The baroclinic vorticity is initially departed in one direction until the 

shock crossed the mid-point of the circle. At the mid-point the vorticity deposition is 
greatest, and after this, the vorticity deposition is reversed  

A hydrodynamic instability (HI) can be generally defined as an unstable fluid 

motion that works to drive the flow field to a turbulent state. Typically, HI’s are created 

experimentally by accelerating the interface of two dissimilar fluids that has an initially 

defined perturbation. For impulsive HI experiments, a shock front is passed through an 

interface for the acceleration. For this reason, various methods have been developed for 

generating shock accelerations in hydrodynamic instability (HI) experiments. In high-

energy experiments, a laser ablation-driven method can be used for small-length scale 

experiments19, 20. A blast wave (unsupported shock front) generated from exothermic 

chemical reactions can be used for larger scales21. For lower energy experiments, a shock 

tube can be used to generate a shock front. A mechanically driven shock tube works by 
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rapidly releasing a stored volume of high pressure gas into a region of lower pressure. 

This can be done by rupturing a diaphragm22, 23 or using a rapid release valve24.  

For a shock tube that is sealed by an end wall, multiple accelerations from 

incident and reflected waves can occur. These subsequent accelerations are common in 

many applications of the SDMI where multiple shock and expansion waves intersect a 

multiphase field. These additional accelerations impart new energy into the system, 

altering the initial flow morphology. A partially evolved instability (from the initial 

acceleration) presents a wider range of length scales where energy can be added by a 

secondary acceleration. This creates additional mixing, smaller length scale features, and 

helps the flow to develop a turbulent energy cascade25-27. These complex accelerations 

can be beneficial when increased mixing is desired (e.g. a combustion process) and are 

necessary to explain the formation of some structures in astrophysical events28. 

A perturbed multiphase flow field, required for the SDMI, can be created in a 

simple manner using the interface between clean and seeded gases. Such interfaces are 

employed in RM experiments as well, using fluids of differing densities. Thin membranes 

have been used to create gas interfaces either in planar or spherical (bubble) form29, 30 but 

result in undesirable membrane fragments in the flow. Sine-wave like perturbations have 

been created by oscillating a membrane-less interface before shocking it31, 32. Inclined 

interfaces have been created by tilting a shock tube at an angle, and shear and buoyancy-

driven interfaces have been used to create turbulent-like multimodal interfaces33-36. A 

simple cylindrical interface (used in this work) is created by flowing a laminar jet through 

a shock tube. A series of connected cylindrical interfaces can also be used to create an 

interface in horizontal and inclined shock tubes37-40.   
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To quantify the strength of the perturbation in the multiphase flow field, RM 

instability theory is borrowed where the density gradient is quantified by the Atwood 

number.  To relate this to the SDMI, we can return to the simple case of infinitely small 

particles where the multiphase source terms will scale directly with the particle mass 

loading of the multiphase mixture. The effective density brought about by particle 

seeding is ρe= (mparticles+mgas)/Vmixture. ρe can then be used to calculate an effective 

Atwood number, Ae for the system. This number can be used in place of the Atwood 

number to modify the RM theory to account for fluid and particle density effects in the 

case of small fast reacting particles40. 

Ae =
(ρe2 − ρe1)
(ρe2 + ρe1)  (1.9) 

For larger particles, it is necessary to quantify the effect of finite equilibration 

times. This is done using relaxation times for the various modes of particle-gas coupling 

(mass, energy, and momentum) 41. The velocity relaxation time, τv (equation 1.10, where 

mp is the mass of a single particle, d is the diameter, and µg is the gas viscosity), is most 

important to the SDMI. This term determines the duration of advection of the multiphase 

source term and its vorticity deposition. The impact of this time depends on the 

hydrodynamic growth time scale. For our example case of a circular particle field, we use 

the shock transit time (time taken by shock wave to traverse the interface) tc = D/wi 

where D is the interface diameter and wi is the incident wave speed. The effect of the 

momentum relaxation can then be quantified by the non-dimensional velocity relaxation 

time, τv = tv/tc. As τv increases, the vorticity deposition is damped and the interface 

development becomes increasingly driven by particle lag. The threshold for when 
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relaxation time effects become considerable has been estimated to be approximately 

𝜏𝜏𝑣𝑣 > 0.1 . 

tv =
mp

3πdµg
 (1.10) 

1.4 Droplet Effects 

Additional multiphase effects need to be considered for liquid particles (droplets). 

Droplets are deformable and may take on different shapes altering their drag or may 

breakup into smaller droplets42, 43. For multiphase flows, breakup occurs in different 

regimes depending on the Weber number, We = ρg�ug − up�
2

dp/σ, where ug, up, dp,σ

are the gas and particle velocities, droplet diameter, and surface tension respectively. 

Droplet breakup typically occurs above a critical weber number44 of ~12. Droplet 

breakup is also governed to an extent by the Ohnesorge number, defined as the ratio of 

viscous to inertial and surface tension forces. The Ohnesorge number is defined as: 

Oh= 𝜇𝜇𝑝𝑝/�𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝜎𝜎  where  𝜇𝜇𝑝𝑝 is the dynamic viscosity of the droplet, 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝 is the density of 

the droplet, and 𝜎𝜎 is the surface tension of the droplet45. Additionally liquids may 

evaporate; producing mass transfer between the phases and altering both energy and 

momentum transfer. The effect on energy coupling is largely due to the latent heat of 

vaporization of the particle material. This manifests as an evaporative cooling effect in 

the particle vicinity that alters the density of the gas. Evaporation effects do not strongly 

alter the interface development after incident shock, but can strengthen the effective 

Atwood number, leading to a stronger instability from a subsequent acceleration46, 47. As 

we use liquid particles in this work, we will refer to them as both droplets and particles, 

reserving the term droplet for multiphase effects pertaining to liquid particles.  
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1.5 Previous and Related Works 

The previous work on SDMIs is limited, and it is difficult to attribute the   

discovery of a particle seeding-induced instability to just one group. Physical occurrences 

integral to the development of the SDMI have been studied extensively by previous 

researchers, but the development of a particular hydrodynamic instability was not 

considered48, 49. Vorobieff et al were perhaps the first group to investigate a general 

instability produced purely through particle seeding40. The group termed the instability 

the Particle Lag Instability (PLI) initially, but have more recently adopted the term 

SDMI. Interest in the field has increased, and new experiments50 and simulations51-54 into 

particle-induced instabilities have been conducted for various applications.  

The experiments performed by Dr. Vorobieff’s group are the most relevant to this 

work, and share many similarities. This work studied the mixing from a shock-driven 

cylindrical multiphase interface seeded with non-evaporating micron-sized dipropylene 

glycol droplets, and first identified the multiphase effects as being unique from and RM 

instability. This work expands upon these efforts in many ways. 

Now that sufficient background information has been given, the following 

sections of this report will describe the University of Missouri’s shock tube facility and 

the new multiphase experiment. Our results highlighting the effects of varied particle 

relaxation times, particle seeding density, secondary accelerations, and particle breakup 

will be presented and discussed. 
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2 Experimental Methods  

2.1 Overview of Experiment 

This report details an experimental study of the SDMI carried out at the 

University of Missouri’s shock tube facility. In our experiments, a shock tube is used to 

generate a shock wave by rapidly releasing a volume of high pressure gas into a region of 

low pressure. This is accomplished by storing high pressure gas in a driver section 

separated from the rest of the tube by a diaphragm. When the diaphragm is ruptured the 

pressure rapidly equalizes, generating the shock. A perturbed multiphase flow field can 

be created in a simple manner using an interface between clean and seeded gasses. The 

simple cylindrical interface used in our work is created by flowing a laminar round jet of 

liquid particle seeded air or nitrogen into the shock tube test section. Several non-

intrusive, planar laser based imaging techniques were used to qualitatively and 

quantitatively study the interface’s development before and after shock acceleration. An 

overview of relevant experimental techniques used in this endeavor follows.  

2.2 Generation of the Dispersed Particle Phase 

There are many methods that can be used to create a multiphase flow field. 

Precisely sized solid particles of various materials can be purchased and dispersed. For 

liquid particles (droplets) there are several methods available for atomizing a liquid and 

dispersing it into a gas; effectively creating an aerosol55. Pressure and rotary atomization 

methods use the momentum of the liquid, while two-fluid atomization methods use the 

momentum of the gas to shear a liquid, breaking it into droplets.  
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To create the particles for the multiphase flow field used in this work, ultrasonic 

and piezoelectric atomizers were used. Ultrasonic atomizers use high frequency 

oscillating diaphragms to pulse acoustic waves through a fluid. This causes capillary 

waves to form on the surface of the liquid that increase in amplitude. Once a certain 

amplitude is reached, the waves will form upward jets that break up into droplets56-48. The 

equation that predicts the droplet diameter formed from a viscous fluid being forced by 

waves at a given frequency is d = 2πc(9v/2ω)(2/3). Where d,ω, v, and c are the 

diameter of droplet produced, forcing frequency, kinematic viscosity, and analytically 

determined constant respectively. 

Piezoelectric oscillating meshes produce particles by forcing a liquid through 

micron sized pores. The oscillatory motion of the mesh pumps the liquid through the 

pores and up into a gas in the form of a fine spray. The diameter of the particle produced 

from a vibrating orifice generator (oscillating mesh of known pore size) is given by d =

(6Q/πf)(1/3). In the equation, Q is the volumetric flow rate through the orifice, and f is 

the frequency driving the vibration (oscillation). The benefit to ultrasonic and 

piezoelectric oscillating mesh atomizers is that both produce particles in a highly 

repeatable manner within a narrow range of particle diameters59, 60. These devices are 

rated to produce particles of an average diameter per a given input voltage and frequency. 

Figure 2.1 Diagram of particle generation tank with both piezoelectric and 
ultrasonic atomizers shown 
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2.3 Visualization and quantization of particle field 

The size distribution of droplets can be estimated through filtration mass retention 

measurements using fibrous filters varying in collection efficiencies61. The droplet laden 

gas is passed through a series of filters decreasing in porosity. After each filter pass, the 

amount of mass (water droplets) retained by the filter is measured with a precision 

balance. The percentage of mass lost from the interface is directly related to the droplet 

size distribution within the interface.  

A more precise measurement of particle size can be attained through laser 

interferometry. Laser interferometry is a visualization technique that can be used to 

measure individual transparent particles within a multiphase field at low particle 

concentrations (i.e., single particles can be isolated). The process used Mie scattering to 

illuminate a section of the flow with a small planar sheet of light. The particles within the 

interface will reflect light in the forward scattering range. A camera is used to capture this 

reflected light from the particles. If the image is taken so that the illuminated plane is at 

the correct focal distance, the reflected and refracted rays of light will interfere with each 

other generating a fringe pattern for each particle. 

An example interferometry setup and interferogram showing fringe spacing in 

water droplets can be seen in figure 2.2. The equation that relates the number of fringes 

within a single particle to its diameter can be seen in equation 2.1, where d is the 

diameter, N is the number of fringes, 𝜃𝜃 is the scattering angle, 𝛼𝛼 is the collection angle 

(𝛼𝛼 = 𝑁𝑁 ∙ ∆𝜃𝜃), ∆θ is the fringe space, 𝜆𝜆 is the wavelength and m is the refractive index of 

water. More on Mie scattering and interferometry techniques can be found in the given 
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references62-64. The validity of particle size measurement techniques can be verified by 

comparing results with the previously given analytical equations that predict droplet 

formation through ultrasonic and piezoelectric atomization [more details given in 

Kothakapa 2017 thesis]. 

(2.1) 

Figure 2.2 Example interferometry setup and interferogram. From Kothakapa 2017 

2.4 Visualization of Carrier Gas Phase 

To visualize and quantify the gas component of the multiphase interface, Planar 

Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) imaging was utilized. PLIF is a technique that relies 

on the dispersal of a fluorescent compound within a flow field. A planar laser sheet at a 

specific wavelength is then passed through the flow to excite the tracking compound. 

Molecules within the compound will absorb the energy imparted by the laser sheet and 

jump to an excited state. The molecules within the compound dissipate this excess energy 

through the emission of photons; light of a longer wavelength is emitted as the system 
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returns to its ground state. The wavelength and intensity fluoresced back can be used to 

identify the position and concentration of the tagged component instantaneously.  

The equation that relates fluorescence intensity and number density 

(concentration of fluorescent compound) is given below in equation 2.265 .This equation 

assumes that the tracking fluorescent component is acetone vapor. Sb and Sc correspond 

to the measured background and collected signal respectively. The difference between the 

two is equivalent to gain or responsivity of the sensor Gi, times the efficiency of the 

collection apparatus η, times the population distribution function f(T), the acetone 

number density Nacetone, the fluorescence quantum yield 𝜂𝜂f , and the local laser intensity 

I(x,y). PLIF can provide a multitude of two-dimensional flow field measurement. Some 

examples are: pressure and temperature measurements; density gradients; species 

concentrations; and velocity fields.  

𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐 (𝑘𝑘, 𝑦𝑦) − 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏(𝑘𝑘,𝑦𝑦) = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇)𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐼(𝑘𝑘,𝑦𝑦)  (2.2) 

Acetone vapor is commonly used in PLIF experiments because of its linear 

relationship between fluorescence, vapor concentration, and laser power under certain 

conditions (isothermal and isobaric) 66. Acetone’s absorption and emissions spectrums do 

not overlap, making the filtering out of reflected incident laser pulses a relatively simple 

process. Additionally, the phosphorescent behavior of acetone (a slower, non-

instantaneous signal) is sufficiently quenched in the presence of oxygen.  

It was mentioned that acetone maintains a linear relationship with incident laser 

light, concentration, and fluorescence under isobaric and isothermal conditions. For the 

highly dynamic pressure and temperature fluctuations that occur in a shock tube 
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environment, information regarding acetone’s fluorescence under extreme conditions is 

needed. Acetone’s fluorescence under conditions similar to those found in an internal 

combustion engine have been examined67. The pressure range was reported to be .2-20bar 

and the temperature range was reported to be between 298-748 K. For reference, post 

shock conditions within our shock tube running at our standard Mach number of 1.66, are 

approximately ~3.1bar and 418 K. With a secondary shock passage, temperature and 

pressure can jump to ~7.9bar and 564 K respectively. Results reported from this 

experiment were signal intensities of acetone fluorescence under varied temperature, 

pressure and excitation wavelengths (248nm and 308nm). Acetone’s fluorescent behavior 

over the specified temperature and pressure range was found. For experiments pertaining 

to acetone in N2, no pressure dependence on absorption up to 20 bar at room 

temperature, and up to 8 bar at 698K was found. 

2.5 Velocity of Particle Phase 

To image the particle field, and obtain instantaneous velocity measurements, 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was used. PIV is a flow visualization technique that 

relies on the dispersal of a tracking particle within a flow field. The particles are typically 

small (on the order of microns) and are assumed to faithfully track the development of 

the flow field. The measure of a particle’s ability to track a flow is the particle’s Stokes 

number. The Stokes number is defined as  

St = τp𝑢𝑢
L

       (2.3) 

Where τp is the relaxation time of the particle in flow, u is the free stream velocity of the 

flow, and L is characteristic length of the particle (diameter).  
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Once the particles are seeded into the test flow the field can be illuminated, 

typically by a pulsed laser or strobed LED. The illumination of the flow field causes 

particles to scatter light, via Mie Scattering, and this scattered light is collected by a 

sensor, usually a CCD camera. The illumination pulses are timed with CCD sensor 

activation through an external synchronizer. Images are taken in straddled frames, where 

each frame corresponds to an illumination pulse. If the delay between pulses is known, 

the exact time at which a flow field appears within an image can be determined. This can 

be done with microsecond precision.  

The frame pairs are subdivided into smaller regions known as interrogation 

windows. The motion of a small group of particles is used to determine the likely 

displacement of interrogation windows between frames. A cross correlation algorithm is 

used to determine displacement vectors for individual interrogation windows. Knowing 

the time between laser pulses, and the displacement of windows within an image, it 

becomes possible to generate velocity vectors for an image set. Since the correlator works 

by comparing intensity signals from individual interrogation windows between frames, 

there is a trade-off between frame size (resolution of field) and accuracy of solution. The 

windows should be large enough to contain enough particles (signal intensity source) to 

allow for a good correlation to be found, but not so large that the particle motion between 

frames cannot be discerned. The time separation between frame pairs must also be 

considered. For a set frame size, too large of a time separation will result in large 

displacements of particle clusters and the calculation of a coarse, inaccurate solution. 

Conversely if the time separation is too small, too little displacement of particle clusters 

will occur and correlations will be impossible to determine. The correlation method 
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employed can also affect the accuracy of the solution. Direct correlators are typically 

more accurate but are computationally burdensome and lack the speed of Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) correlators68.  

While many factors must be considered in PIV analysis, done properly this 

technique can accurately produce 2 and 3-dimensional instantaneous velocity fields 

without the introduction of a probe such as a Pitot tube or hotwire. The vectors can be 

plotted over corresponding images of the flow field or as standalone vector plots. 

Velocity fields can also be used to obtain other quantitative measures such as flow field 

vorticity, circulation, Reynold stresses, and divergence69-72.   

2.6 Velocity of Gas Phase 

Gas phase PLIF images can used to create velocity fields from shock accelerated 

interfaces. This was done using the ACCIV method73. The method works by first 

constructing a crude velocity field through image correlation. This crude velocity field is 

then used to numerically advect pixels forward and backward in time following the 

trajectory of the initial velocity. Uncertainties in the advection process will result in 

trajectories with inherent overshoots. A smooth curve is then interpolated between the 

two predicted trajectories creating a more realistic prediction of pixel trajectory and 

velocity. The process is iterated until the error (offset) between trajectories meets a 

convergence criteria. From the final velocity field construction, vector plots of gas 

velocity can be constructed. An example of the process is displayed below in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Example trajectories produced through numerical advection and 

interpolated path63. 

The technique was first developed by Assay-Davis et al for the study of Jovian 

atmospheric dynamics. Time separated satellite images of the turbulent atmosphere were 

used in the ACCIV algorithm to generate corresponding 2D velocity and vorticity fields. 

The technique was later adopted by shock tube researchers and applied to the study of 

turbulent shock accelerated planar gas interfaces74. The resultant velocity and vorticity 

fields were found to be comparable to results obtained from PIV analysis and numerical 

simulation.  
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3 Experimental Facility 

3.1 University of Missouri Shock Tube 

our experiments were conducted at the University of Missouri's Fluid Mixing 

Shock Tube Laboratory (MU-FMSTL). The Facility uses a horizontally oriented shock 

tube with a modular design that accommodates experiments through late time 

development and secondary accelerations. An image of the experimental facility is 

presented below in figure 3.1. It is designed to support a Mach 2.75 shock wave 

propagating into atmospheric air with an FOS of 2. The tube is approximately 9.5 m in 

length and consists of 3 main sections: driver, driven, and test sections.  

The driver section stores high pressure gas required for initiating the shock. It 

is approximately 1.5 m in length and has an OD of 10.75 inches with 1 inch thick walls 

made from carbon steel with an AMSE rating of 4651 psi (NPS 10 schedule 140 pipe). 

This is more than double the pressure of commercially available compressed gas 

cylinders (2200 psi). The back plate of the driver is made from 2 inch thick high-strength 

steel and has been tapped with several ports to allow for instrumentation and gas flow.  

Pressure and temperature measurements are made in the driver using an Omega 

PX309 static pressure transducer and type K thermocouple. These measurements help to 

determine the initial conditions and are necessary to predict theoretical post shock 

conditions. The diver is also fitted with two valves; a fast-acting high-flow solenoid valve 

and slow-acting low-flow valve. 

The driver is connected to the driven sections by circular flanges clamped 

together using a hydraulic ram system. A thin diaphragm made of polycarbonate is placed 

between the driver and lower pressure sections and the driver is slowly charged to a 

higher pressure (approximately 80% of the diaphragms rupture pressure). 
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An “X” shaped knife edge is placed just downstream of the diaphragm in the driven 

section to increase the repeatability of diaphragm failure. When the driver reaches a 

critical pressure, the high flow valve is activated and the diaphragm pushes against 

the knife edge until it is failed, releasing the high-pressure gas and initiating the 

shock.  

Figure 3.1 University of Missouri shock tube facility 

After the diaphragm is ruptured, a series of compression waves travel down the 

length of the driven section where they stack into a planar shock front. The driven section 

is composed of two A500 carbon steel square tubes approximately 2.5 m in length. The 

length of the driven section allows the initial compression waves to stack into a proper 

shock front, and help prevent reflected expansion waves from the initial diaphragm 

rupture from intersecting the incident shock front. 
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The sections are tapped to house two PCB Piezotronics 113B series dynamic 

pressure transducers (DPT) spaced four inches apart. The DPTs are capacitive based and 

can measure pressure changes at a sampling rate of 2 MHz. These devices play a central 

role in the imaging process covered in the methods section of this report, as well as 

determining post shock conditions. The driven section is also fitted with slow acting 

solenoid valves that control the flow of embedding gases in the driven section upstream 

of the initial interface.  

The test section is comprised of 3, approximately 1 m long sections made from 

the same A500 steel tubing used in the driven sections. The interface creation subsection 

houses the initial perturbed interface. It has five windows for viewing the developing 

interface at key times, and two 1 inch wide slots to accommodate an interface creation 

apparatus. Camera mounts can be attached to the view ports to support the CCD cameras 

used in imaging. The reshock subsection was designed with four view ports spaced for 

horizontal and vertical viewing of the developing interface at later times. A blank 

subsection can also be placed strategically within the arrangement to adjust the arrival 

time of reflected waves (e.g. the reflected incident wave from the test section end wall 

that travels upstream known as the reshock wave) or change the viewing times of window 

ports located in the reshock section. The windows for viewing the interface development 

were made from acrylic and sealed with a silicone based epoxy. The back plate of the test 

section is housed with a thermocouple and pressure transducer as well as a low flow 

valve to control the flow of embedding gases downstream of the initial interface. The 

back plate also features a centrally located Sapphire glass window which allows for the 

introduction of laser light both in the visible (532 nm) and UV (266 nm) range.  
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1D gas dynamics can be used to predict the position of the interface at a given 

time after shock acceleration. 1D shock tube relations can be used to predict state 

properties within the tube after wave interactions. The 1D shock tube relations are given 

below.  
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Additionally a diagram of the states described equation is given in figure 3.2. 

         The initial state of the shock tube is represented by states 1 and 4, where state 1 is 

the quiescent gas in the driven and test sections and state 4 is the pressurized driver 

section. The two states are separated from each other initially by the existence of a 

barrier. At time t=0, this barrier is removed (in our case, the rupturing of a diaphragm), 

and the high pressure gas stored in the driver is released. This release of high pressure gas 
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into lower pressure regions generates the shock front. The sharp rise in state properties 

behind a shock front, sometimes referred to as “jump” conditions, are denoted by state 2. 

Figure 3.2 1D diagram of shock tube states 

The removal of this barrier will also generate a series of expansion waves that 

traverse the tube initially in the direction of low to high pressure. These waves have the 

effect of lowering the state properties of the initially high pressure driver gas, and create a 

new state denoted by state 3. Not pictured in the diagram, but captured in equation 3.4 is 

the condition of reshock. Reshock occurs when an incident shock wave is reflected off of 

the solid boundary of the shock tube end wall and propagates back into state 2. This will 

cause an additional sharp rise in properties and bring about a new state denoted by state 

5.  

This 1D shock tube analysis is of course a simplification of actual dynamic events 

occurring in an active shock tube environment. The equations predicting the states 

assume the working gasses to be ideal, calorically perfect gasses (gamma is constant), 
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and don’t account for reflections and refractions of waves at interfaces. Additionally, this 

analysis only considers a small number of wave interactions. In reality, an infinite 

number of wave interactions will occur as the system approaches its equilibrium state.  

There are several numerical tools that can be used to more realistically depict 

conditions and wave interactions inside of a shock tube. Position-time (x-t) plots can be 

generated using a method of characteristics approach. In this analysis, characteristic 

curves are determined utilizing the method of characteristics, and plotted on and x-t axis. 

The curves can give immediate information on the position, time, and velocity of waves 

traversing the tube. Points of intersecting lines represent the intersection of wave fronts. 

The equations that must be satisfied in this analysis are  

𝐽𝐽+ = 𝑢𝑢 + ∫ �𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃
𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎
� = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡+       (3.7) 
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𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎
� = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡−       (3.8) 

 Which for an ideal calorically perfect gas reduce to 

𝐽𝐽+ = 𝑢𝑢 + 2𝑎𝑎
𝛾𝛾−1

(3.9) 

 𝐽𝐽− = 𝑢𝑢 − 2𝑎𝑎
𝛾𝛾−1

(3.10) 

Where J is the equations of the characteristic curve and the “+” and “-“ represent right 

and left traversing waves. At points of intersections the following must be true 

𝑘𝑘 = 𝛾𝛾−1
4

(𝐽𝐽+ − 𝐽𝐽−) (3.11) 

𝑢𝑢 = 1
2

(𝐽𝐽+ − 𝐽𝐽−)     (3.12) 

An example x-t plots for the case of a Mach 1.66 shock wave driven by nitrogen gas into 

atmospheric air is shown in figure 3.3. 
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In this diagram, x=0 represents the location of a barrier initially separating high 

and low pressure regions. The dark curves to the right of x=0 represent the incident and 

reflected shock front. The initial expansion fan is depicted as the lighter curves traveling 

left of x=0 initially before reflecting and traveling in the positive x direction. At each 

wave-wave interaction, there will be corresponding reflected and transmitted waves, also 

depicted as lighter curves. The red lines represent the interface of air and nitrogen as well 

as pre and post shocked air.  

Figure 3.3 Example xt plot with conditions similar to those used at the Missouri Shock Tube 
facility  

3.2 Interface Creation Apparatuses 

The apparatus used to make the cylindrical multiphase interface consists of a flat 

aluminum plate with a centrally located shunt attached to a hollowed aluminum block 
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with a concentric hole as well as side ports for the entrance of a protective jacket gas. To 

mix acetone vapor into the flow for PLIF imaging, a custom vapor seeding device was 

designed. The device consists of a heated pressure vessel that can store liquid acetone at a 

regulated temperature. The container is constructed from 3 major aluminum pieces: a 3 

inch OD, 12 inch long pipe with a 1/8th inch wall thickness; two 6 inch diameter, ½ inch 

thick aluminum discs. O-ring grooves were cut into the discs, as well as tapped ports for 

the introduction of temperature regulating instruments and gas flows. Through holes were 

also drilled into the disc so that threaded rods could be used to seal the container. Rigid 

PTFE O-rings were used to seal the pipe to plate connections. PTFE O-rings were chosen 

because they are chemically resistant to acetone. Acetone is a powerful organic solvent; 

plastic or rubber O-rings would rapidly dissolve if directly exposed to acetone liquid or 

vapor. Nitrogen gas is slowly bubbled through the liquid acetone creating a saturated 

vapor. This vapor is then mixed into the test flow at a specified volumetric flowrate.  

Digital mass flow controllers meter the gas flow through the apparatuses. The 

valves controlling all flows into the shock tube are controlled through a LabVIEW 

program paired with National Instruments controls and data acquisition hardware. A PID 

controller is also programmed into LabVIEW that works as a thermostat for the vapor 

seeder. The control loop takes in temperature data from a type K thermocouple probe 

inside of seeder. A 50 watt cartridge immersion heater is cycled on and off until the 

readout temperature matches the set point temperature.  

A crucial part of this experiment is the creation of a laminar, dynamically stable 

initial interface. Any turbulent or intermittent motions within the initial multiphase 

cylinder will be greatly amplified by the passage of the shock wave and will drastically 
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alter the development of the instability. For repeatability in experiments, a stable cylinder 

must be created and introduced into the test section before each run. This can be a 

challenge to achieve, as many factors go into the stability of a gas jet. Shearing of the 

initial interface can produce sinusoidal oscillations of the flow field or cause small 

vortices to form at the edges of the cylinder. Even slight pressure gradients or 

fluctuations present in the driven and test sections can tilt or bend the initial cylinder. 

Condensation and wall collisions can cause droplets to build up along the piping of the 

apparatus which will obstruct the flow. 

To determine the best method for creating a dynamically stable initial interface, 

the flow of gasses through the interface creation apparatus and into the test section was 

examined. This examination was done through a parametric CFD study of flow through a 

2D model of the annular interface creation apparatus and test section. This study was 

conducted through RANS modelling in the commercial CFD package ANSYS Fluent. 

Figure 3.4 Annular Interface Creation Apparatus and Vapor Seeder models 
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A 2D domain scaled to the dimensions of the cross section of the apparatus, 

connecting pipes, and test section of the shock tube was created and meshed. An inlet 

mass flow rate was prescribed and pressure outlet were placed at the appropriate 

locations. A no slip wall conditions was placed at the bounding walls. A pressure based 

solver using a second order upwind scheme was used to solve the governing equations. 

The fluid initialized in the domain was nitrogen gas at standard conditions. To simulate 

the test gas, nitrogen gas with an altered density was used. The density was raised to 

1.4193 kg/m3 to create an Atwood number of ~.11 with the surrounding standard 

nitrogen of the domain. The flowrates passed through the domain were prescribed based 

upon achievable experimental flow rates, which are limited by the range of the mass flow 

controllers. Reynolds numbers for the flow through the apparatus were calculated, and 

used to make sure the flow would be well under the critical Reynolds numbers for pipe 

and free shear flows.  

The simulations were transient and run until no appreciable change in the flow 

field dynamics could be discerned (steady state). The resolution of the mesh was varied 

to determine grid dependency and the trade-off between resolution and computational 

time. The study looked at the effects volumetric flowrate, geometries of inlet into test 

section and test section outlet, and the use of a protective jacket gas. Psuedocolor plots of 

velocity magnitude and species concentrations of the test and surrounding gasses were 

used to determine stability of results. It was found that the most stable interface for the 

current geometry of the annular device and shock tube ports was achieved when test gas 

flow rates between 4-6 standard liters per minute (SLM) were used without a jacket gas.  

These results were then compared to and validated by creating these conditions 
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experimentally. Experimental images of the interface at 4 SLM and corresponding 

velocity data obtained from PIV were examined.  

Figure 3.5 Contour plot of velocity magnitude through annular interface creation apparatus 
and shock tube test section (left), Velocity magnitude from PIV analysis (right) 

3.3 Planar Laser Imaging System 

The laser diagnostics system for our facility features a dual cavity Nd: YAG 

pulsed laser producing 200 mJ at 532 nm and 40 mJ at 266 nm simultaneously per pulse. 

A series of cylindrical and spherical lenses are used to diverge the laser beam into an 

optically thin sheet used for interface illumination. UV fused silica lenses are used when 

the transmission of UV light is required (PLIF experiments). 29 MP and 4 MP TSI ICCD 

cameras are used for imaging. The cameras are fitted with either 50mm F1.8 or a 50mm 

F1.2 Nikon lenses and a series of macro lenses for focusing. For PLIF imaging, an OD 4 

notch filter centered at 532 nm is used to separate the fluorescence signal from incident 

and reflected 532 nm laser light. For simultaneous PIV/PLIF experiments, a narrow band 

McFarland, Jacob A.
What the hell are these images? They seem pointless. 
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pass filter with a CWL of 532 nm is used to filter fluorescent signals from the PIV 

camera. An external synchronizer is used in conjunction with the TSI software 4G Insight 

to control the timing of laser illumination and ICCD camera sensor activation.  

Figure 3.6 Nd: YAG laser with diverging optics (left), 4 MP ICCD camera on custom mount 
located at viewport (right) 

4 Experimental Procedure 

Our experimental procedure consists of three major parts: interface creation, 

shock wave generation and planar laser imaging (data acquisition), and data post 

processing. These processes will be described in this section in the order which they 

occur during a typical experiment.  

4.1 Multiphase Interface generation 

To create the multiphase interface, liquid particles (acetone or water) are 

entrained into the test gas flow (nitrogen or air). Particles are generated in a sealed tank 

by commercially available ultrasonic or piezoelectric atomizers. Ultrasonic atomizers 

produce fine particles (d=~1.7𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) and are placed under the liquid bath, while the 

piezoelectric atomizers are used to create larger particles (d=~10.7𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) and are placed on 
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the surface of the bath. A series of custom mounts have been design to hold the 

piezoelectric devices in place. Gas flow is metered into the tank by and Aalborg digital 

mass flow controller and is entrained with the particles.  

For PLIF imaging, nitrogen saturated with acetone vapor at approximately 25 C is 

mixed into the flow at ~11 percent by volume. This is done by slowly bubbling metered 

nitrogen gas through the vapor seeder and introducing the saturated flow into the test 

flow after it has exited the particle tank, but before it enters the test section. For 

experiments involving water particles, acetone vapor allows for the tracking of the gas 

phase. For experiments utilizing acetone particles, acetone vapor is mixed into the test 

gas both as a tracer and to prevent early evaporation of acetone particles. 

Both liquid and gaseous acetone will fluoresce when exposed to a significantly 

intense source of UV light. To understand how this would affect experiments involving 

both liquid acetone particles and acetone vapor, a set of 100 images each of a pure 

acetone cylinder and a cylinder comprised of acetone particles and vapor were taken and 

compared. It was found that on average, interfaces comprised of pure acetone vapor had a 

fluorescence signal that was ~6 percent brighter than an interface comprised of acetone 

vapor and particles. This was in accordance with theory56. The equation which predicts 

the fluorescent intensity of a saturated volume of gaseous acetone normalized by incident 

excitation intensity is  
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Where Sv is the vapor signal, Io is the intensity of the excitation source, 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣 is the 

absorption cross-section of the vapor, Nv is the number density of the vapor, and t is the 
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sheet thickness of the excitation source (laser sheet). The equation which predicts the 

fluorescent signal from a droplet of liquid acetone is  
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Where Sd is the droplet’s signal, d is the droplets diameter, n is the index of 

refraction, and K is the absorption coefficient. Taking property values of liquid and 

gaseous acetone, taking t/tref to be unity (laser sheet thickness was not varied), and 

scaling equation 4.2 by the number of liquid acetone particles required for an Ae of 

~0.025 (used in multiphase acetone particle-vapor experiments in this work), it was found 

that the ratio of normalized droplet to vapor signal was ~.045. This suggests that only 

4.5% of a combined signal from a multiphase acetone vapor-particle mixture can be 

attributed to the liquid phase alone.  

Additionally, the vapor signal overwhelms the droplet signal do to the strong 

absorption of incident laser light by liquid particles. This can be seen from equation 4.2 

as the absorption coefficient, K, in the numerator of the first term is in the negative 

exponent and scaled by the diameter of the droplet to the power of the refractive index. 

Taking an example of a fixed volume filled with acetone droplets and vapor, as the 

number of droplets in the volume increases, the expected fluorescent signal intensity 

would decrease in value. Returning to our experimental imaging of such a system 

(cylinder of pure acetone vapor versus a multiphase acetone cylinder), it reasons that the 

pure vapor signal would by fractionally brighter than the signal from the multiphase case 

as was found in our experiments.  
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4.2 Data Acquisition 

Prepared multiphase mixtures exit the mixing tanks and travels through a system 

of tubing and pipes until they exit into the shock tube test section in the form of a laminar 

round jet. The driver section is slowly pressurized to its target pressure by opening the 

slow fill valve. Once this target pressure is reached, the diaphragm is dynamically 

ruptured by opening the fast acting high flow valve sending the shock front toward the 

test section.  

The imaging process is triggered by the incident shock passing the first DPT. The 

signal from the shock passage is sent through the NI hardware and triggers the LabVIEW 

program to acquire data and send a trigger to the laser synchronizer. The synchronizer 

triggers the laser pulses and CCD camera sensors to become active. The timing delays are 

determined by 1D gas dynamics and correspond to times at which the interface will be in 

the field of view of a camera.  

The 29 MP camera was used to take a series of images tracking the development 

of a shock accelerated interface comprised of air and water particles of varying size and 

seeding density. The 29 MP camera was also used for PLIF imaging in experiments 

where gas effects were examined. The PLIF signal is comparatively dim to other light 

sources present in the shock tube test section during experiments. This is due to the fact 

that a low concentration of acetone vapor is mixed into the interface to prevent a large 

density gradient between the test gas and surrounding clean gasses. Additionally, the 266 

nm UV light that is used to excite the acetone vapor is 20% as energetic as the 532 nm 

light that is used in PIV imaging. To account for this difference in signal intensities, the 

29 MP camera is fitted with the F1.2 lens at its widest aperture setting and pixels are 
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digitally binned 2x2. This allows for the maximum amount of fluorescent light to be 

detected by the camera’s CCD sensor. The 532 nm notch filter is used to filter any 

incident, reflected, or scattered 532 nm laser light present in an experiment. The 4 MP 

camera is used for PIV and general imaging of the particle field and is set to a tight 

aperture to prevent unwanted detection of the fluorescent signal in simultaneous 

PIV/PLIF experiments.

Figure 4.1 Diagram of interface introduction to test section, laser illumination of interface, 
and experimental images of initial state of multiphase cylinder 

4.3 Data Processing 

Prior to experiments, the cameras used in imaging are calibrated and focused to 

ensure crisp high-resolution images are captured each time. This is done by placing either 

a targeting block of known metric dimensions, or ruler in the mid-plane of the shock tube 

where the incident laser beam will illuminate an interface. These images are also used to 

convert image lengths from pixels to metric units. After experimental images are 

obtained, several post processing procedures follow.  
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Qualitative pre-processing adjusts the image intensity and removes background 

noise. A custom image processing script is used to determine the physical size of an 

interface during key points in time, catalogs and plots the data. The script works by first 

reading in an image and threshold filtering it to remove any background noise. A few 

image statistics such as the mean, median, maximum, and minimum intensity of the 

images are determined. The image is then searched pixel by pixel along its x and y axis 

for areas that exceed a set threshold intensity. This threshold is usually determined to be 

some percentage of the mean, median, or maximum intensity of the image.  

The shock tube environment is dark (imaging mounts/ports covered with opaque 

cloths, dark room imaging) so the only light source received by the cameras comes from 

either the Mie scattering or fluorescence of the interface. This means the spots at which 

the threshold is exceeded will correspond to the edges of the interface flow field. The 

distance between x and y direction edges are calculated and taken to be the lengths the 

interface. These lengths can then be converted from pixels to metric units by using a 

conversion factor determined from the calibration image. The midpoint between bounds 

can also be found, which can be used to determine how symmetric the interface was.   
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Figure 4.2 Plot of column averaged intensity values from shocked multiphase cylinder 
image with line demarking 20% intensity threshold (top), calculated interface bounds of 

particle (bottom left) and gas (bottom right) fields  

An additional custom script resizes and maps images taken from the two cameras. 

In this way, an image of a particle field taken with the 4 MP camera can be resized and 

mapped such that it aligns with a corresponding gas field image taken with the 29 MP 

camera. Overlaying the images then shows the positions of both the gas and particle 

phase within a multiphase system at a particular instant in time.  

Time separated image pairs were taken to obtain velocity measurements of both 

the particle and gas phase. For PIV, Insight 4G’s proprietary PIV analysis and processing 

software was used in conjunction with custom post processing scripts to generate velocity 

fields from the shock accelerated liquid particles present in the interface. For comparison, 

this data was also analyzed using PIVlab75-77. PIVlab was also used to construct vector 

plots, as well as plots of velocity magnitude and vorticity tracked by the particles. For the 

gas phase, the Advection Corrected Correlation Image Velocimetry (ACCIV) technique  

along with custom post processing scripts were used to process time separated PLIF 

images into velocity data.  
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5 Results  

5.1 Dynamic Imaging of Air-Water droplet Multiphase Cylinder 

Three cases of a shock accelerated multiphase cylinder were considered. The 

initial perturbation was an approximately 12.5 mm diameter cylinder flowed 

continuously through the interface creation section of the shock tube in the direction of 

gravity. For case 1, the interface was comprised of the small 1.7µm water particles and 

had an effective Atwood number of .07 +
−

  .002. Case 2 consisted of the same small 

diameter particles but possessed a much lower effective Atwood number of .0140 +
−

 .003.

The third case was comprised of the 10.7µm particles and processed an effective Atwood

number of .0140 +
−

 .0007. From this point on: case 1 will refer to the high effective

Atwood number, small particle diameter case; case 2 will refer to the low effective

Atwood number small particle diameter case; and case 3 will refer to the low effective

Atwood number, large particle diameter case.

Each case was accelerated by a planar M=1.66 shock wave traveling at ~570 m/s. 

(wave speed calculated from DPT data). The time at which the shock strikes the initial 

interface is taken to be t=0. After this point in time, the interface is accelerated to ~300 

m/s and travels down the length of the test section for ~4300 µs. The post shock 

temperature is predicted by the shock tube relations to be ~418 K. Particle temperature 

are harder to predict, but a particle temperature of ~340 K has been estimated by previous 

simulation work done by lab members. Reshock occurs (reflected wave from end wall 

traverses upstream and intersects developing interface), re-accelerating the interface after 

4300 𝜇𝜇s. The interfaces velocity is effectively brought to 0 m/s at this time, but the 

interface continues to develop and evaporate rapidly. This is due to the high temperature 
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associated with reshock which is predicted from the shock tube relations to be ~564 K.  A 

depiction of the interface transiting a portion of the test section after the initial 

acceleration is shown below.  

Figure 5.1 45° degree slice section view of shock tube test section with imaging locations and 
example images from those ports displayed 

Images were taken at times corresponding to early, middle and late time 

development after an acceleration (incident and reshock) at which qualitative 

developmental changes could be captured by a camera placed at one of the viewports. 

The times were limited by spacing of the viewports. A developmental mosaic of the 

cases’ development can be seen in Figure 5.2. The development can be described as an 

initial compression of the interface from the incident wave followed by the development 

of counter rotating vortices. The vortices begin to form at the edges of the interface as 

this is the point at which the gradient in momentum transfer will be greatest. As time 

progresses, the vortices dilate and extend into the surrounding air. This trend continues, 

slowing with time as energy is expended and moved to smaller length scales, until the 

interface is reshocked.  
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The re-acceleration of the interface introduces energy to a wider range of length 

scales present in the developed interface. This causes the distortion of large scale 

features, and the development of smaller scale structures. Reshock also raises the 

temperature of the surrounding gas, resulting in rapid evaporation of the particles within 

the interface. Droplets in small structures at the edges of the interface are quickly 

evaporated and mixed with the hot gas. As particles evaporate the interface structure and 

development becomes difficult, and eventually impossible, to discern in the particle Mie 

scattering image.   

Figure 5.2 Mie scattering images of shocked multiphase cylinder taken to display cylindrical 
SDMI evolution at key times. All image frames were cropped to the same size, and the X 

and Y dimensions have been provided in an image for scale 

5.2 Particle seeding affects 

For case 1, a strong pair of counter rotating vortices form early on. At early and 

middle time development after the incident shock passage, the vortices dilate and begin to 

merge and a jet of particles extends out in front (downstream, right side in images) of the 
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interface. The jet is formed when particle clusters on the edges of the vortex pairs are unable to 

keep up with the rotational motion of the vortices and are flung out towards the opposite vortex. 

The clusters meet resistance from this vortex flow and are pushed in the downstream direction, in 

front of the interface 

The intersection of the reshock wave with the ejected stream of particles can be seen in 

the frame depicting t=4300µs. The secondary acceleration causes a compression of the 

developing interface that is quickly overcome. The stem of ejected particles and vortex 

pair are distorted and secondary instabilities begin to form at the edges of the interface. 

These secondary instabilities move progressively inward into the large-scale structures of 

particle laden gas. The evaporation rate is dramatically increased after reshock and 

droplet concentration within the interface dissipated rapidly. Despite the high 

temperatures of reshock, many droplets located within large scale structures persist to late 

time as neighboring droplets shield one another through collective evaporative cooling of 

the surrounding gas. 

Figure 5.3 Fanning out of small particle that are ejected from the core of the vortices due to 
the intense rotational motion 

Case 2 was brought to a lower effective Atwood number by mixing in a stream of 

non-particle seeded gas into the test flow, lowering the particle concentration. A pair of 
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well-defined, counter rotating vortices also develops early on in case 2. However, these 

vortices are connected by a thick band of test gas, and are much weaker when compared 

to case 1. As a result, the particles in case two are able to better follow the rotational 

motion of the vortex cores. This makes the vortices appear more organized and compact 

in comparison to case 1. As the vortex cores develop, the connecting band of test gas 

narrows as gas is drawn into the vortices. The edges of the vortices in case 2 remain sharp 

after incident shock as secondary instabilities do not form at their edges. In addition, no 

particle jet, as seen in case 1, forms. This is due to the lower particle seeding in this case, 

which has the effect of decreasing vortex strength.  

After reshock, secondary instabilities do begin to form in case 2. Again, the 

reshock wave can be seen intersecting the developing interface at t=4300 𝜇𝜇s. The reshock 

wave intersects the vortices first as there is no particle jet in this case. The interface is 

initially compressed after the secondary acceleration, although to a lesser extent than case 

1. Small-scale vortices form at the edges of the band of connecting test gas, and larger

vortices form around the vortex cores. The high temperature of reshock cause the rapid 

evaporation of droplets within the interface and as time progresses, imaging of the 

interface becomes difficult. However, structures remain more coherent compared to case 

1, as small-scale turbulent like structures are slower to develop.  

5.3 Particle relaxation time effects 

Case 3 was brought to an effective Atwood number similar to case 2, but with 

larger (10.7 𝜇𝜇m) diameter droplets. This allowed us to control for effective Atwood 

number while varying the droplet relaxation time. Case 3 exhibits further reduced 
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hydrodynamic growth with little to no growth after reshock. Before reshock, the two 

primary vortex cores form but are obviously weaker when compared to case 2. This can 

be seen as cores containing fewer rotations spiral from the circling particle field, and a 

lack of secondary features. The upstream particle layer is also thicker and spreads 

upstream (left in images) into a long tail of large, lagging particles. This tail forms early 

in the interface development and persists through reshock. Before reshock, these particles 

are large enough that they appear as well-defined circular outlines. Due to the sheer 

number of particles and a finite thickness of the laser sheet, some of the particles 

inevitably end up at the correct distance away from the focal plane to produce 

interferograms. These interferograms can be used in future works to estimate the size of 

particles trailing the bulk motion of the interface. For now, they at least qualitatively tell 

us that these particles are larger than the particles caught in the vortex cores.  

Reshock causes the interface to compress in a similar manner to the other cases; 

however, the case 3 interface does not recover from the compression. There is also very 

little development of small-scale structures and the flow remain more organized and less 

turbulent in comparison. The high temperature gas brought about again increase the 

evaporation rate, but here the number of particles contained in the gas is much less and an 

evaporative cooling effect is not as present. This means that droplets evaporate rapidly 

making imaging impossible at later times when the interface may begin to attempt to 

recover from the reshock compression.  

5.4 Aerodynamic breakup of large droplets  

The reshock process makes droplet breakup easily observable in the tail region, as 

displayed in the figure below. This raises the question, what effect does droplet breakup 

have on the interface? Particle breakup models depend strongly on the weber number, 
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and weakly on other parameters such as the Ohnesorge number, or particle Reynolds 

number 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
𝜇𝜇𝑔𝑔

. For our cases, the Weber number varies greatly while the 

Ohnesorge and particle Reynold number are small and don’t have a significant effect on 

droplet behavior. The table below shows an estimate of these parameters over the average 

droplet sizes. The droplet temperature estimated from simulations is highly uniform 

among different droplet sizes and much lower than the surrounding gas. The Weber 

number divides the droplet break up into various regimes with different mechanisms and 

behaviors40. The critical We was experimentally found to be ~12, after which breakup is 

expected. The We is likely too small in the small droplet case for breakup to occur for 

either shock interaction. 

For the 10.7 𝜇𝜇m case, droplet breakup is likely to occur in both shock interactions. 

Breakup is difficult to observe in the first shock interaction as the droplets have a higher 

number density and it is difficult to resolve individual droplets until their differing lag 

times, 𝜏𝜏𝑣𝑣, have spread them out somewhat. The We indicates that a bag breakup is likely, 

and based on previous work, it is possible to estimate the size and number of droplets.  
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Figure 5.4 Aerodynamic breakup of large droplets present in tail of case 3 interface. Large 
particles are shattered into structured clusters of smaller particles. 

Table 5.4 Particle breakup parameters 

It should be noted that most works looking into droplet breakup are performed on much 

larger diameter (~1 mm) droplets and a few, if any, works have considered what 

additional effects might occur in the micron droplet diameter range. There will be a wide 

distribution of sizes resulting from this breakup and it is difficult to determine how 

neighboring droplet interactions and evaporation will modify the breakup process. It is 

likely then that some larger (~5𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 estimated from images showing individual droplets in 

the tail) droplets will result and lag behind the interface forming the tail. 

These large droplets undergo a secondary breakup process in reshock 

which can be observed in greater detail due to their lower number density. Before 

reshock, individual droplets can be identified in the tail. After reshock, these appear 

instead as large organized clusters of smaller droplets, with a distinct head-and-tail-like 

shape, where the tail is the portion extending to the right. The shape of the clusters may 

be the result of a bag-and-stamen breakup mode (consistent with We theory estimates). 

Here, small droplets sheared from the edges are accelerated rapidly by the post reshock 
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flow (velocity brought from ~300 m/s to essentially 0 m/s instantly) and remain in a tight 

cluster. Larger droplets formed from fragments of the core are slower to react to the 

reshock acceleration and continue to travel in the direction of incident shock. It is 

unknown how evaporation, neighboring droplets, and small diameters may affect the 

breakup process, but this is important to many applications of interest (e.g., fuel droplet 

evaporation) and warrants further analysis.  

5.5 Mixing Width Plots  

To facilitate quantitative analysis, a parameter termed mixing width was defined 

and plotted over the interface development at key times. The mixing width was defined 

as the distance the interface extended into surrounding gas in the direction of incident 

shock. This value was calculated using the post processing script for determining metric 

bounds of the interface within an image. The values were calculated for the bulk of the 

interface (counter rotating vortex pairs and band of connecting gas) as well as for 

auxiliary features (ejected particles and trailing tail of lagging particles). The results of 

the mixing width calculations can be seen below in Figure 5.5. The results agree with the 

qualitative results obtained from imaging.   

Figure 5.5 Mixing width plots for SDMI development. Mixing width plots of all 3 
cases plotted (Left). Mixing width of case 3 with bulk interface and trailing tail 

considered (Right).  
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The first case (2 high) behaves very similar to an RM instability. The interface is initially 

compressed (decrease in mixing length) but then quickly rebounds and begins to grow rapidly. 

This continues until reshock occurs which sharply decreases the mixing width. After the 

secondary acceleration the interface rebounds and the mixing width steadily increases again and 

recovers its pre reshocked mixing length. The second case (2 low) the interface behaves similarly, 

but achieves lower overall values. The case also rebounds at a much slower rate after reshock and 

does not recover pre reshock mixing width.  Comparing these two plotted cases again highlights 

just how strongly Ae affects the interface development. The higher particle seeding in case 1 

creates a stronger momentum transfer gradient and initial vorticity deposition after initial 

acceleration. The vortex cores therefore dilate and stretch out into space more rapidly when 

compared to the low particle seeding case. This tendency persists even after reshock.  

Comparing case three to case two depicts how particle size affects the interface growth. 

The momentum transfer process is similar between cases and the two mixing widths track closely 

to one another. However as time progresses, the continued advection  of vorticity from the larger 

lagging particles in case three competes with the previously deposited vorticity; reducing the 

mixing width. This is depicted in the deviation of the case two and case three curves. After 

reshock, both cases show a sharp compression of the interface. Case 2 is able to rebound from 

this and attempts to recover its pre reshock mixing width. Case three however continues to 

rapidly compress after reshock. This highlights a unique multiphase effect. The larger particles of 

case three deplete the vorticity which seeks to dilate and stretch the interface as they lag behind 

the bulk of the flow. This interaction persists throughout the case three experiment even through 

reshock after many of the larger droplets have been broken up into clusters of smaller diameter 

particles.  

The second plot shows the mixing width of the case three interface when the tail of 

trailing particles is taken into account in comparison to when just the bulk of the interface is 

considered. The estimation of the upstream edge of the tail was performed using a lower 
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threshold value for pixel intensity that corresponds to an interface edge location. This estimation 

was found to have a low sensitivity to threshold level selected. The development of the tail is 

similar to the bulk interface. The tail shows up almost immediately after incident shock 

acceleration and quickly equilibrates with the bulk flow until the secondary compression brought 

about by the reshock wave. After this, the tail length remains constant; the difference between 

total interface and interface with tail calculated mixing width is constant. It should be expected 

that the tail would shrink as the larger particles are slow to react in changes in acceleration and 

would want to move in the direction of the initial acceleration. Instead, the larger droplets 

breakup into small ones which equilibrate with the flow rapidly and hold the tail’s upstream edge 

at a constant location.  

5.6 Simultaneous PIV/PLIF Experiments  

Simultaneous PIV/PLIF image pairs were taken to examine the gas and liquid 

phases of the shocked interface. The images were resized and overlaid for a qualitative 

representation of how the two phases interact through shock accelerations. Below is an 

example of a shock accelerated cylinder featuring particles of differing average sizes and 

seeding density. The top row shows a case representative of case 1 from the dynamic 

image mosaic (d=1.7𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 Ae=.07), while the bottom row shows a case of considerably 

lower seeding density utilizing the large (d=10.7𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇, Ae=.005) particles. It should be 

noted that the seeding of acetone vapor (heavier than nitrogen or air) inevitably creates a 

gas Atwood number between the multiphase cylinder and surrounding medium; driving 

an RMI. This coupling of instabilities can actually be a desired effect, as it allows for an 

analysis of how the two instabilities interact. However, it is possible to remove this gas 

Atwood number and isolate purely SDMI behavior. This can be done by blending the test 

gas with a low density gas (e.g. helium) until the density of the test gas matches the 
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surrounding density. The images in figure 5.6 were taken without nulling the gas density 

difference, and feature interfaces with a gas Atwood number of approximately .05.  

Figure 5.6 Simultaneous PIV/PLIF images of shock accelerated multiphase cylinder. Both 
images taken at ~4 ms after initial shock. First column: PIV image with metric bounds. 

Second column: PLIF images with metric bounds. Third column: Image overlays 

From the images, it can be seen that while the particle and gas phase develop 

similarly, key differences can be identified. For the top row featuring the small fast 

reacting particles, both the gas and particles develop strong counter rotating vortices. The 

particles track the flow well and are the driving force behind the development. The 

unique gas effect elucidated here is the projecting jets that form upstream of vortex cores. 

This gas ejection from the vortex cores is a precursor to the downstream fan of particles 

that can be seen developing at late times after incident shock for this particular case.  

For the second row, the average particle size is increased while the seeing density 

is lowered dramatically. This interface development is strongly driven by the gas Atwood 

number (RMI), however particles can still be seen affecting the flow development. The 
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vortex cores are diminished when compared to a pure RM instability of the same Atwood 

number. Additionally particles can be seen lagging behind the bulk of the interface 

(tracked perfectly by the gas), with the largest downstream particles lagging as far behind 

as ~9.5 mm. 

5.7 PIV Analysis 

PIV analysis was done using both Insight 4G and PIVlab72-74. For this particular 

experiment, an interface comprised of 10.7 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 acetone particles and nitrogen gas 

saturated with acetone vapor was shock accelerated. A Mach 1.66 shock was used to 

accelerate the flow field, and image pairs were taken at approximately 4100 𝜇𝜇s after 

initial acceleration. A time separation of 1 𝜇𝜇s between images was used. The seeding 

density of the interface produce an Ae of ~.022. Large diameter acetone particle were 

chosen for this experiment in preparation for experiments that would involve reactive, 

volatile multiphase mixtures. Such experiments could mimic conditions relevant to high 

speed combustion applications, and would require both PIV and PLIF as a flow field 

diagnostic.   

After image pairs were obtained, Insight was first used to generate velocity data. 

The analysis feature of the program allows for control of many parameters affecting 

accuracy of results. The input image pairs can be preprocessed with a Gaussian filter. 

This helps in the scenario where particle seeding is high, and particles can become too 

close together to distinguish individual particle. Gaussian filtering will make particles, 

which appear as uniformly bright point sources initially, appear as an airy discs with a 

clearly defined center. Regions of interest can be selected within an image so that 

analysis is focused in relevant areas and not wasted in regions of non-interest. The 
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method in which the image is gridded can also be controlled. The grid spacing (window 

size) can be set and the grid can be automatically set to satisfy a stability criterion (e.g. 

Nyquist grid based on an initial velocity estimate). Recursive methods can be applied 

which take an initial velocity field and use it as an input in a secondary analysis which 

would account for shearing and distortion of the field. The displacement of interrogation 

windows can also be controlled. Mean and median filtering of generated velocity fields 

can be performed to remove outliers as well as basic thresholding.  

For this particular analysis, a Gaussian filter with a 5x5 pixel kernel size was 

applied to image pairs. A region of interest around the interface was selected and the 

image was discretized into a Nyquist grid. The grid was recursive and had a square 

spacing of 64x64 pixels for the first analysis pass, after which a secondary analysis pass 

at a spacing of 32x32 pixels was applied. A maximum window displacement of 50% of 

the window size was used. An FFT correlator was used for correlation calculations. After 

the vector field is generated the data is median filtered, first using a 7x7 point filter kernel 

then a 5x5 kernel. Data points which failed the filtering were replaced by the mean of the 

surrounding points. Vector thresholding was also applied, and vectors that did not come 

from a displacement with a correlation coefficient of at least 7 were removed and 

replaced with the local average.  

Even after Insight pre and post processing, spurious vectors can (and often do) 

make it into the outputted velocity data. The velocity data can be exported from insight 

and imported into a custom filtering script. A filtering script was made which thresholds 

the velocity data by removing vectors that were 20% greater than the maximum predicted 
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flow velocity from 1D gas dynamics. Additional standard deviation filtering was 

performed recursively.   

The 1D gas dynamics equations predict that gasses behind the initial shock should 

move at approximately the post shock velocity behind a Mach 1.66 shock (~300 m/s). 

This is assuming that the shock tube is perfectly sealed and that the accelerated flow is 

gaseous. Considering our shock tube is open to atmosphere, and our interface is seeded 

with particles that will pull momentum and energy from the surrounding gas, our 

predicted interface speed should be lower than this value. From tracking the interface 

throughout the shock tube, we have determined that the interface moves through the 

shock tube after initial acceleration at ~280 m/s.  

Once the velocity data was verified to be within reason, vector plots and other 

quantitative measures could be obtained. A secondary PIV analysis was conducted using 

PIVlab. The results compared well to Insight analysis with a bulk interface velocity of 

~276 m/s being calculated. From PIVlab, velocity vector plots were created along with 

pseudocolor plots of velocity magnitude and vorticity. The plots show the vector data 

with the bulk velocity (taken to be median velocity value in direction of incident shock 

transit) removed. Removing the overwhelming velocity induced by the post shock gas 

flow allows for more subtle dynamics (such as circulation around vortex cores) to be 

viewed. Results are shown below. 

It can be seen that the two strong vortex cores are the dominant feature driving the 

flow throughout the interface after initial acceleration. The vortex cores have the effect of 

creating symmetric but reflecting regions of higher and lower velocity magnitude. This 
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has the effect of accelerating the flow around the vortex cores until a point is reach where 

the two cores interact and the competing vorticity decelerates the flow. 

The strength of the vortex cores were found to be within reason when compared 

to similar work78. Future work is required, but with the data obtained from PIV analysis 

statistical studies of interface dynamics and turbulence could be performed. As well as 

more detailed comparisons with numerical simulations. 

Figure 5.7 Velocity Vector Plot overlaid on corresponding image. 
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Figure 5.8 Psuedocolor plot of velocity magnitude overlaid with vector plot. 

Figure 5.9 Psuedocolor plot of vorticity overlaid with vector plot. Major counter 
rotating vortex cores captured along with weaker deposited vorticity throughout the 

interface.  
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5.8 Gas Phase Velocity Measurements 

Gas phase PLIF images were used to create velocity fields from shock accelerated 

interfaces. The image pairs were separated by a 1 𝜇𝜇s time delay. The ACCIV method 

used works by first constructing a crude velocity field through image correlation. This 

crude velocity field is then used to numerically advect pixels forward and backward in 

time following the trajectory of the initial velocity. Uncertainties in the advection process 

will result in trajectories with inherent overshoots. A smooth curve is then interpolated 

between the two predicted trajectories creating a more realistic prediction of pixel 

trajectory and velocity. The process is iterated until the error (offset) between trajectories 

meets a convergence criteria. From the final velocity field construction, vector plots of 

gas velocity can be constructed.  

This analysis again requires several pre and post processing procedures; many of 

which are similar to PIV processing procedures. Images must first be discretized into 

interrogation windows. ACCIV requires a recursive method so at least two analysis 

passes must be performed. For this work, an initial window size of 128x128 was first 

used to obtain the crude velocity field, and a 64x64 size window was used for remaining 

passes. A total of three analysis passes were used. The window displacement was set to 

50% of the window size. An FFT correlator was used, and a minimum allowable 

correlation coefficient of .7 was set. The outputted data was processed in a similar 

manner to PIV data. A threshold of 20% greater than the maximum theoretical velocity 

was applied, and recursive standard deviation filtering was used. The local mean 

(calculated from 3 points forwards and backwards of the bad data point) was used to 
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replace data points that were filtered out. An example velocity histogram and vector field 

from this analysis are shown below.  

Figure 5.10 Example PLIF Image and ACCIV constructed velocity field calculated from 
Image pair 

The technique is still being refined, but it has shown the ability to produce velocity data 

that can capture the bulk motion of the gas component of the interface. Improvements in 

the PLIF imaging technique could produce images with higher contrast. This would help 

the ACCIV program identify features of the interface to correlate between image frames, 

producing better velocity fields. This could be used in the future to obtain more advanced 

quantitative gas field properties (vorticity, circulation, turbulence statistics). Gas phase 

velocity fields could also be used in conjunction with particle velocity fields calculated 

from PIV to obtain full field velocity measures, as well as better quantify the effects of 

drag.  
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6 Conclusions

The SDMI is a unique multiphase flow instability that arises from an impulsive (shock) 

acceleration of a particle field. After acceleration, gradients in momentum transfer 

between the coupled particle and gas phases will result in the deposition of vorticity. This 

vorticity will act on the interface as it travels through the post shock flow, 

causing it to develop a strong pair of counter rotating vortex cores. These cores will 

stretch and dilate into the surrounding flow field, entraining and mixing particle-seeded 

and unseeded gasses. The development is similar to that of the RM instability, but differs 

considerably from RM development when multiphase effects are considered and 

enhanced.  

This work presents preliminary qualitative and quantitative analysis of these 

multiphase effects. Particle seeding density has the effect of creating a stronger 

instability when it is higher as stronger momentum transfer gradients are present. Larger 

particles have the effect of lagging behind the bulk of the flow field and diminish the 

initially deposited vorticity. Both the RM and SDMI can coexist in the same environment 

and effects from both instabilities can be isolated and identified. A secondary acceleration 

(reshock) of the interface brings about a major change in flow field development and 

multiphase effects. This includes a rapid evaporation of small particles, formation of 

small-scale turbulent-like structures, and the aerodynamic breakup of larger particles into 

small clusters.  

Non-intrusive flow visualization techniques such as PIV/PLIF and ACCIV were 

used to quantify multiphase effects. Interface dimensions throughout incident and 

reshock development were found and plotted. Simultaneous PIV/PLIF image overlays 

were created to show the relative positions and dynamics of the two phases at an instant. 

Plots of velocity vectors, velocity magnitude, and vorticity were also constructed to 

quantify vortex strength and flow movement within the interface.    
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 Additional work is required and will be conducted to provide a more thorough 

investigation of shock driven multiphase hydrodynamics. This work will  include 

statistical analysis of interface parameters, quantization of particle evaporation, 

comparisons to numerical simulations and theory, as well as extending the analysis to 

reacting flows and more complex systems.  
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